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Qt in Context
Qt (pronounced by most as simply “cute”) is an
application development framework. It is used to
develop applications, including rich user interfaces
(UIs), for a wide variety of devices: conventional
desktop & laptop computers, tablets, smartphones and
embedded systems.
Qt can be used to develop applications for a wide range of operating systems on these devices, and, as a
result, is referred-to as a “cross platform application and UI framework”. Although development of the UI
usually takes centre-stage, Qt is also used for non-UI applications such as file handling, database access,
thread management and network support.
Qt is based on C++, with developers typically using this or Qt Quick (a collection of technologies including
QML, a declarative JavaScript-style language) to write their applications in Qt. There is an associated
integrated development environment (IDE) called Qt Creator to assist new and experienced Qt developers.
Soon after its inception, Qt was owned, developed and licensed by the company Trolltech, starting in 1994.
Nokia acquired all rights associated with Qt when it acquired Trolltech in 2008 and these were subsequently
passed on to Digia in a 2-stage divestment of Qt in 2011 and 2012.
Qt is now, and always has been, available under a commercial license that allows the licensee to develop
proprietary applications without restriction. It has also been made available over the years under various
open-source licenses and is now freely downloadable according to the terms of either a GPL or LGPL
license.
Development and governance is defined by the Qt Project, a meritocratic consensus-based community
interested in Qt. Digia now owns the technology trademarks and rights to offer commercially licensed
versions.
The current version of Qt is 5.1. It can be used to target a variety of common desktop and embedded
platforms, and supports BlackBerry 10. Support for Android and iOS is provided as a “Technology Preview”
in 5.1 with formal support for these platforms due in Qt 5.2, anticipated for release in late-2013.
Most recent estimates (following the Nokia divestment in August 2012) put the number of developers
actively using Qt worldwide at over 500,000. An absolute measurement of the size of the developer
community is outside of the current scope of Qt Insights, but we estimate the community is currently
growing at approximately 10% per year – based on our own research data and estimates from the general
Qt community.
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The Qt Insights Program
The Qt developer community is vast and diverse. Qt
is used by hundreds of thousands of developers in
multiple industries across the world. This is one of its
strengths, but also a challenge.
It can be difficult for those on the outside – and even for Qt developers – to get a complete and accurate
picture of Qt – what it is, and what it can do. This is important for new developers who might adopt Qt,
and for market commentators in traditional and social media who help drive the market – and market
perceptions.
The Qt Insights Program – from Quadriga Consulting Ltd - aims to address this with a structured program
of research, reaching out to the Qt developer community. Qt Insights is sponsored by Digia, basysKom,
BlackBerry, KDAB and ICS.
Qt Insights is designed to gather the current state-of-play from the Qt developer community. The team
behind Qt Insights – and our sponsors - want to know the absolute up-to-date information on why
developers use Qt, what they do with it, what they like and dislike.
Prepared by the Qt Insights team at Quadriga Consulting, this report provides top level findings from
our 2013 Global Qt Developer Survey. In preparing it, the Qt Insights team gathered evidence and built
analysis based on feedback and conversations with the people that use Qt – developers, designers, project
managers, decision-makers. The quotes included throughout this report are verbatim responses to the
fundamental question of why they have chosen to develop applications with Qt.
This report is available on the Qt Insights website at www.qtinsights.com together with further information
about the project. Additional supporting information will be published there in the coming months
including the reaction and perspectives of Qt developers from discussion groups held in North America and
Europe, and the thoughts and analysis of our sponsoring companies.
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Executive Summary
The Qt Developer Community is vibrant, growing and
global
Our research reveals an active and involved Qt community, with global coverage and presence in a wide
spectrum of industries. Qt is used to develop applications that target consumers and business customers
alike, and also for in-house solutions. Qt Insights suggests that the developer community continues to grow
steadily at around 10% per year.

We identified 4 distinct Qt developer segments
Far from being a single, homogenous community, Qt is used as a framework by different types of
developers with different interests and application focuses. Our analysis reveals the developer community
can be viewed as 4 distinct segmented groups:

••Exclusively Desktop (36%) – developers in this group focus almost entirely (≥ 95%) on desktop
application development.

••Committed Multiscreen (25%) – developers actively reducing desktop focus, becoming more multidevice focused.

••Mobile Inclined (25%) – developers with a greater focus on mobile today and a strong BlackBerrycentric community sub-group.

••Seriously Embedded (14%) – developers focused heavily on targeting embedded systems and/or
devices.

Qt users are very satisfied
95% of our respondents were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with Qt – a remarkable number, given the
perception of massive churn amongst developer communities. More than half of our respondents use Qt as
their main development framework with the majority of the rest using it as one of their main frameworks.

Qt is well represented across the commercial
development community
In addition to the wide geographic spread, Qt developers are just as likely to be found working in
smaller one-developer operations as they are in gorilla corporations – and the full range of company
sizes in-between. Qt is also used extensively in education and academic research – often supporting the
development of advanced technologies.
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Executive Summary
No big verticals dominate, but some are more
important than others
Surprisingly, there is no dominant focus on any particular sectors or technology segments. But some
verticals are more important – such as education, media & entertainment (e.g. publishing houses, gaming)
and networking. Specific sector focuses vary across each of the Qt developer segments.

The desktop is far from dead
Qt developers are major players in applications that allow businesses to, well, do business. Around 60%
of our respondents focus more than 50% of their effort on building desktop applications. Therefore,
our research confirms that the desktop is very far from dead as Qt developers continue to create critical
business applications – and volume-focused desktop consumer applications. This is not to suggest that the
community is fixed in time – rather it reflects the reality of application investment as opposed to media
hype.

Seriously (and casually) embedded
Those with a significant focus on developing applications for embedded systems & devices constitute a
fairly small part of the wider Qt community (14%). We have called this the Seriously Embedded segment.
Embedded application development tends to be a specialist activity with a high barrier to (business
development) entry. However, well over a third of the population of Qt developers report they spend some
of their time and interest focussing on embedded applications. As the “Internet of Things” phenomenon
grows in importance the skills and experiences of this wider Qt developer group is one to watch.

Qt newbies love mobile
Recent Qt adopters are significantly more biased towards targeting mobile and tablet devices. This indicates
Qt might be moving towards the desktop framework of choice for developers who already have a mobile
focus. Given the commitment to full Android and iOS support in the next release, and the existing cohort of
BlackBerry developers using Qt, this implies that Qt could be on the verge of becoming the ‘lingua franca’
framework of choice for cross-platform developers.

Robustness drives growth of Qt
Reasons for new adoption, and for existing developers to increase dependency on Qt, are far and wide but
the robustness of the framework and the support of the community are key. Increasingly, Qt is seen to be
a cross-platform friendly environment, relatively easy-to-use, and a mature development environment. In a
development world in flux, Qt represents an island of solidity.
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A Vibrant Global
Broad-spectrum Community
There is no question that the Qt developer community is truly global. Responses to the survey came from
93 different countries. It was also interesting to note that whilst the largest geographical sub-groups were
in Germany and United States, most of the respondents were scattered fairly evenly across the globe, albeit
with a European bias. In terms of regional splits, 65% of respondents were from Europe, just under 17%

were from North America, nearly 10% from Asia Pacific, 4% from South America, 3% from Middle East &
Africa. Responses were received from a full spectrum of countries including Azerbaijan, Benin, Cameroon
and Madagascar. Measuring the overall size of the developer community is outside of the current

“…simplicity,
well documented,
portability, wide
community…”
(New Qt developer, 100%
desktop-focussed, serving
internship with large wellknown global corporation,
focused on Aerospace/
Defence, France)

scope of Qt Insights, but most recent estimates (August 2012 at the time of Nokia’s divestment to
Digia) put the number of developers actively using Qt worldwide at over 500,000.
However our research indicates the community is currently growing at approximately 10% per
year and has been doing so for the past 2 years. This can be seen from the population’s years-ofexperience profile, combined with evidence and feedback suggesting a very low attrition rate.
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Within the developer community, Qt usage is increasing – 60% report an increase in usage in the past year
compared with just 6% who report a decrease. And a significant percentage of Qt users have seen it all and
done it all. Around 70% of our respondents have been using Qt for over 3 years. About a third of the active
community has more than 5 years’ experience with Qt.
The established Qt developer base creates applications for a spectrum of users. There is a strong focus on
business applications - over 50% of our respondents state that applications they develop mostly become
part of solutions used by client businesses or the respondent’s own business. However, over 40% of
respondents are building consumer focused applications, so the output of the community is diverse. A small
amount (less than 5%) reported their applications get used by other developers (e.g. as part of an SDK)

While over 40% of mature Qt developers (i.e. those with 5 or more years’ experience on the framework)
have a focus on the 3rd party business application market, only 15% of recent adopters have a 3rd party
business focus. Therefore, as experience increases, Qt developers tend to get more focused on building
applications for businesses.
The vast majority of our respondents were hands-on commercial developers (60%) or managers (18%)
with just 16% calling themselves ‘hobbyist’ developers. Just over 6% of respondents were from academic
organisations.
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We asked the respondents to select the operating system (OS) they target and asked them to “tick all that
apply”. Qt developers indicated that, on average, they are each targeting approximately 3 OSs. As might be
expected, the three main desktop OSs featured most highly - Windows (25%), Linux (23%), and Mac OS X
(12%). Of the main embedded OSs Embedded Linux is the only one reported to be a significant target by
our base. More details are given in the next section about the OS targets amongst each of the 4 developer
segments.
Android featured heavily among a wide range of developers focusing on application development for
smartphones, tablets and embedded systems/devices. As a result, it featured highly as the most targeted
non-desktop OS among the population.
The type of licensing model Qt developers choose also reflects the broad-spectrum nature of the
community. At 38%, the number of developers saying they use the commercial license is significant. Of
these, 60% use Qt only under a commercial license, with 40% of them using it in combination with LGPL
and/or GPL. Unsurprisingly, a high proportion choose to develop using open source licenses with 61% of
the total population using LGPL and 18% choosing GPL. 28% of all developers report developing with Qt
under more than one type of license, and around 10% say they are not sure which license they use. The
licensing mix is further substantiation of Qt’s wide appeal to a varied range of developers, companies and
projects. The availability of different licensing options means developers can use the same core technology
with the flexibility to adopt a licensing model that best meets their needs.
The demography of our achieved sample shows that Qt is a truly global community of developers. The high
rate of adoption of the platform, and differing characteristics of recent adopters versus mature users, shows
that the Qt community is evolving as well as growing.
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The Four Distinct Qt
Developer Segments
Qt Insights has identified four distinct user segments within the overall Qt developer community. These are
based on the extent to which they today target specific device types with their application development.

Exclusively Desktop (36%)
Developers in this segment spend almost all of their Qt development time focused entirely on desktop
application development. The segment features Qt developers who stated that at least 95% of their focus
was on desktop. Today this segment represents just over a third of all Qt developers, but our

“…Multi-platform,
multi-language,
complete
framework for
desktop”
(Exclusively Desktop
development manager,
uses commercial license
to target Windows, Linux,
Mac OS X, Spain)

research indicates that in the next 2 years this group will reduce to around half its current size.
Very experienced Qt developers - those with 5 years or more experience - are disproportionately
represented in this group. Almost 50% of the most experienced developers are in the Exclusively
Desktop segment. However, it also attracts new developers. 25% of all new developers are
members of this group, showing that highly desktop focused developers continue to join the Qt
community.
The largest vertical market targeted by this group is “Education/ Academic Research” (21%)
followed by “Defence & Aerospace” (17%). It is worth noting that three sectors that scored quite
low as target sector in the overall population – “Oil & Gas” (4%), “Transportation” (3%) and
“Semiconductors” (2%) – were disproportionately represented in the Exclusively Desktop segment.
Of those developers that target these sectors, approximately 50% reside in this group.

This group is much more likely to opt to use Qt under a commercial license - over 50% said they used the
commercial license (the highest of all 4 segments), whilst 50% said they used the LGPL version (the lowest
of the 4 groups) and 15% GPL.
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Committed Multiscreen (25%)
Although most developers target more than one device type, this
segment above other consists of those who are actively developing
for the broadest mix of desktop devices, tablets and smartphones. It
includes developers who are actively becoming less desktop oriented.
This group is set to increase in size in the next 2 years as many
developers target their applications to an increasingly varied collection
of devices.
The size and growth of this segment (and the Mobile Inclined
segment, below) is reflected in the overall response to the question
“Are you likely in future to target a new type of device using Qt”.
Over 50% of the overall sample said they were likely to do so in the
next 2 years, including 30% who have imminent plans - saying they
would do so in the next 6 months. The two most popular reasons for
doing so were that so they could “Reach more users” and “Be more

“It’s very powerful
and cross-platform.
Using Qt I can
create application
for Linux, Windows,
Mac OS X and, in
future, different
mobile platform.”
(Committed Multiscreen
software architect,
targeting medical
networking sectors,
Windows, Linux & Solaris
OS, Russia)

responsive to customer need”. There is clearly a strong perception
amongst many Qt developers that by targeting a wider portfolio of
devices they will have more (and more satisfied) customers. This is driving a desire to change their future
device focus.
The largest vertical market targeted by Committed Multiscreen is “Education/ Academic Research” (30%),
with several industries including “Business Enterprise/ ERP”, “Media & Entertainment (e.g. Publishing
Houses, Gaming)”, and “Networking” in the 15-20% range.
This group is much more likely to opt to use Qt under an open-source license - over 75% said they used
LGPL (the highest of the 4 groups) and 31% GPL.

Mobile Inclined (25%)
Like Committed Multiscreen, this segment also targets a mix of device types, but is defined by a greater
focus on smartphones and tablets today. However as a whole, the profile of the Mobile Inclined

“Learning Qt is
easy thanks to
prior knowledge of
javascript and css…”
(Mobile Inclined hobbyist
developer, less than one
year Qt experience, has
developed consumerfacing mobile apps for
BlackBerry 10, UK

group does not match a typical “mobile developer” profile. At least, not today.
Mobile Inclined Qt developers are not focused to any significant degree on embedded, and
although the members of this group could potentially have up to a maximum of 50% of their focus
on desktop systems, most of this group have the vast majority of their focus on developing for
smartphones and/or tablet devices.
Brand new Qt developers are more likely to be part of this group than any other. Of those developers
that have less than a year Qt experience, 44% are Mobile Inclined. This is much more than other groups
– for example new Qt developers are three times as likely to become part of this group as Seriously
Embedded or Committed Multiscreen.
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Just 25% of this group opt to use the commercial license (the lowest
of the 4 groups).
As might be expected, there is a high affinity amongst this group to
target BlackBerry 10 and Android – with over 50% targeting each.
A much lower 29% claims to be targeting iOS - but still relatively
high considering iOS is only just now being supported in Qt 5.1 as a
Technology Preview. Of all those developers that target BlackBerry 10,
almost three-quarters of them are in the Mobile Inclined group – and
the same is true for Jolla Sailfish. Interestingly, of those developers
targeting QNX, 66% belong to this segment whereas less than a fifth
of them belong to Seriously Embedded.
Most Mobile Inclined developers report limited specific focus on
particular vertical sectors or technology segments with 34% stating

“It’s totally different
and unique, and
I believe Qt is the
Future of Mobile
Devices!”
Mobile Inclined software
developer, 1-2 years Qt
experience, working
in well-known global
corporation, Qt usage
“Increasing Significantly”,
India

their applications target “no specific sector or technology segment
(i.e. widespread use)” - the highest percentage of all the four groups. However, two vertical sectors do
feature - “Media & Entertainment (e.g. Publishing Houses, Gaming)” with 32%, and “Networking” (22%).

Seriously Embedded (14%)
This group is characterised by their targeting of embedded systems and/or devices to a significant degree.
We included respondents at least 30% focused on embedded development.
A far larger number of developers (approximately 38% of the total population) are spending some of their
time developing for embedded systems and devices, but there is a clear inflection point in the data (> 30%
focus) where it starts to become the thing that they do. This is what distinguishes the Seriously Embedded
Qt developers from the larger group that does some embedded development.
The Seriously Embedded group has the most evenly balanced mix of experience levels of each of the 4
segments – showing no bias whatsoever towards more or less experienced developers. This perhaps implies
more structured succession planning within embedded-focused firms.
Embedded Linux is by far the most popular OS amongst the Seriously Embedded group with 74% listing
it as a target. No other single embedded OS comes close – Windows Embedded is the closest at 18%.
Interestingly Android features highly in this group’s target list with a 24% share.
This group is the most distinct and separate of all the groups, with less overlap and little movement
anticipated between it and the rest of the Qt developer community. Any changes to the relative size of this
group will almost certainly result from new developers joining the Qt ecosystem.
The largest vertical market targeted by this group by some distance is Automotive – 26% of Seriously
Embedded developers said they targeted this sector. This was followed by “Medical” (19%), and “Home
Media (TVs. STBs)” and “Defence & Aerospace”, both with 16%.
44% of this group indicated that they purchase commercial Qt license with a moderate amount (64%)
using LGPL and less than 15% using GPL (the lowest of the 4 groups).
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Segment Evolution in next 2 years
Over the next 2 years we anticipate a significant shift in the constitution and size of the various groups –
and this reflects the evolution of the current Qt community. As shown in Figure 6 below, the Exclusively
Desktop group will reduce significantly to less than half its current size. Most of the movement will be from
developers moving to Committed Multiscreen, although many will jump straight to Mobile Inclined.
There will be very little transition to or from the Seriously Embedded group. We expect this to say relatively
static in terms of % share - although we expect it to grow organically in line with the rest of the developer
population.
Of those currently in the Committed Multiscreen group, we expect two-thirds of them to be part of this
group in 2 years’ time – continuing to develop for a wide range of target devices. These developers are
the true cross-platform advocates, producing applications for the widest range of devices and OSs over a
sustained period.
Around 8% of the Committed Multiscreen segment will become Mobile Inclined, devoting more of their
development time targeting tablets and smartphones. But twice as many (16%) will join this group from
Exclusively Desktop, perhaps showing an appetite amongst some Qt developers to reach a wider range of
users with their applications, and to extend the reach of desktop applications into mobile clients.
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The Mobile Inclined group will grow massively to almost 40% of the Qt developer population - possibly
more considering new Qt developers are more likely to join this group than the others. The driver for the
churn within the Qt community is greater interest in mobile application development, and the extension
of mainstream application development across devices. The Mobile Inclined group has a clear orientation
towards BlackBerry 10 and Android.
Taking into account the support for iOS and Android in Qt 5.2,
and the increase in the Qt developer base to target BlackBerry 10,
it is likely that the Mobile Inclined group will evolve into further
subgroups, possibly including a group that could be considered as
true mobile developers and another that might be primarily crossplatform focused, with a significant inclination to target mobile
platforms.
It is, however, important to keep this in perspective. It does not
indicate the Qt developer ecosystem as a whole will stop having

“It is powerful, fun,
intuitive and cross
platform.…”
(Exclusively Desktop Special
Projects Manager, >500
people company, focussed
on Power Distribution
sector, Sri Lanka)

a significant focus on desktop development. Today, 91% of all
developers say they target desktop platforms to some degree.
The existing Qt community told us that in 2 years’ time 91% of them
will continue to target desktop to some degree. In addition, today’s Qt community tells us that in 2 years
their aggregated focus will be 52% on developing for desktop systems, compared with 64% today – a far
cry from a complete shift away from desktop.

“Easy learning,
well organized
documentation”
(Committed Multiscreen
software engineer with
1-2 years’ Qt experience,
company size 101-500
employees focused on
Transportation industry,
China)

In viewing the Qt community as a collection of segmented groups, Qt Insights has been able to
identify a clearer picture of the overall Qt community. The Qt community will continue to be one
that has significant expertise and focus in producing applications for the desktop environment. But
there are clearly underlying shifts and trends within the various sub-groups. This report contains
only a snapshot of the characterisation of these trends and shifts - the data we have obtained from
the 2013 Developer Survey means we can build on this picture and produce trend data over time.
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For the love of Qt
The overall Qt developer community is a highly-satisfied community, with very high levels of loyalty to the
platform. Overall, 95% of respondents said they are either “Satisfied” or “Extremely Satisfied” with Qt.
Dissatisfaction among users is at negligible levels – even among relatively new users. New user churn is
low, resulting in a constantly growing developer community. As illustrated in Figure 7, neutrality tends to
dissipate the longer users stay with Qt – with very high levels of user satisfaction defining the ‘mature’ Qt
user base.

We asked developers who completed our study whether Qt was the main development framework they
used. When we looked at how long they had been using Qt we noticed that the longer developers used
the framework the less they depended on anything else. Two thirds of ‘mature’ users use Qt as their main
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“Now with QML
+ Android + iOS
+ Win8 Qt’s on
the best way to
be a universal
development
framework.”

framework versus less than 1/3 of recent adopters. With time, Qt becomes the only platform that
they appear to need. Relatively recent Qt developers tend to use it as just one of a collection of
tools – supporting development activities using other development frameworks.
We gained a strong sense from developers that Qt ‘has legs’ – that it supports development
long term at the same time as being a relatively easy framework to adopt. One developer stated,
“Originally I started using Qt to develop KDE applications but then I moved to the software
development industry where we had to create solutions for different platforms and that’s where I

(Committed Multiscreen Qt
developer, owner of small
company, Austria)

benefited from being a Qt developer.” (Qt Developer, Germany).
The high levels of satisfaction with Qt seem to reflect an increase in Qt usage and dependancy
amongst current users. Figure 9 shows the correlation between change in Qt usage and
satisfaction. As might be expected, those reporting that their Qt usage had “increased significantly”
in the past year were the most satisfied. Those reporting decreases were the least satisfied.

However, only a small percentage (6%) report that their usage has decreased – and even among those who
are decreasing their usage of Qt most significantly, only a third are “neutral” or dissatisfied to some degree.
We asked our respondents about their current and projected usage of Web and hybrid technology
compared to native development with Qt. The general picture is of a community that uses these
complementary technologies just a little today. Just over a third do not use Web/ hybrid technology today,
and a very similar amount use it “a little”. Of the rest, 15% use it “significantly but less than native” with
a fraction using it “as much” (9%) or “more than” (5%) native. Over the next 2 years the projection is
that development on Web and hybrid technology will increase just a little. 36% say that it will be used
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“increasingly but less than native”. The amount that say it will be used “as much” or “more than” native is
only 2 to 3 percentage points higher than today. 10% say it will be used less.
Our respondents were asked whether they are “Using” or “Considering” alternative tools and frameworks
focused on cross platform development. These were PhoneGap, Appcelerator, Adobe AIR, Marmalade,
Mono Touch, Sencha, and “Other” (open response). Surprisingly, none of these are currently being used to
any significant degree - PhoneGap is the highest at 11% followed by Unity (8%) and Sencha (7%).
Of those being considered for the future, only Unity (31%) and PhoneGap (26%) were significant.
For each of the other listed possible alternatives (including “Other”), 80% or more of respondents said they
were “Not Sure”.
Qt Insights set out to examine in detail the extent to which Qt helps developers achieve their objectives.
We asked respondents to compare Qt to their “ideal” application development framework in the context of
seven key attributes. For each attribute, they were asked to rate how much they felt Qt helped them on a 5
point scale from “Agree Strongly” through “Neutral” to “Diagree Strongly”
As an example, the result for the statement “Qt helps me to …” for the attribute “…be more productive in
developing applications” is shown in figure 10.

We then asked them to rate on the same scale how much they would expect their ideal application
framework to help them for each attribute.
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The aggregate gap between Qt and the ideal is for all seven attributes is shown in Figure 11.

In all cases the gap between what Qt actually delivers compared to the ideal is small. Aggregated across all
respondents, the gap is less than 1 point (where 1 point is the difference between, say, “Agree Strongly”
and “Agree”) for all of the attributes measured. In most cases it was significantly less than 1 point,
indicating that Qt delivers very close to the ideal requirement for Qt developers. The attribute where Qt is
perceived as furthest from the ideal is in helping “…produce applications that deliver the highest possible
performance”, followed by “…have a good package of support and learning services”, and “…target
multiple device types”. These are each indicative of those facets where future technology developments
offer most scope for increased developer satisfaction. In addition, companies providing services to the Qt
developer eccosystem can help bridge the gap between current capabilities and the ideal requirements.
The overall picture is of a Qt developer community that is generally very satisfied, is using the technology
more, and believes Qt delivers close to their ideal development in most of the key attributes.
Despite market hype that developers are moving in huge numbers away from desktop to mobile, the
evidence suggests that Qt continues to command user loyalty among top-end, heavyweight coders.
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A Commercial Focus
The Qt developer community is represented across the spectrum of business and academia.
We asked our survey respondents to state the size of their companies. Our research indicates that Qt is a
developer ‘power-framework’ with many Qt developers relying heavily upon the framework to produce
critical applications for their own businesses or client businesses. While our respondents came from across
a full spectrum of business sizes the data shows just how well-represented larger corporates are within our
sample.

In our survey most respondents listed the companies they were employed by - on the understanding this
information was shared with Qt Insights in confidence. Whilst we are therefore unable to disclose these
names in this report, it was clear to us that Qt is used in a multitude of well-known large and medium-sized
companies.
And developers in these businesses tended to be the most mature Qt users. Therefore, be in no

“Qt saves my teams’
time, both coding
and prototyping.”
Seriously Embedded
Chief Software Architect,
company of 101 to 500
employees, Brazil

doubt, big applications, used by the biggest businesses, are being developed in Qt.
Also, the more mature Qt users tend to work for some of the largest companies. Over 50% of
mature Qt users (those with more than 5 years’ experience) work in companies with more than 50
employees. The corresponding figure for recent adopters is just over 30%.
Given the global extent of usage of Qt, and its loyal base of users across the commercial world,
Qt has to be considered one of the most important application development frameworks. It’s a
developer community whose opinion matters.
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No big verticals dominate, but some are more important than others. In terms of vertical sectors, no
single sector dominates. In the sector categories we specified, none was targeted by more than 12% of
respondents. Most sectors were in the range 3% to 8%. Qt is clearly used broadly used across multiple
segments. Respondents were requested to “tick all that apply” and across the whole sample Qt developers
indicated they are each targeting 2 sectors on average.

“Not specific (widespread use)” was presented as an option for those developers who may producing
mainstream consumer applications instead of vertically targeted solutions. However, just 10.5% of
respondents chose this option.
“Other sector(s)” was also an option, and those that answered this option were given the option to specify
which sector. No particular industry was predominant by more than a few percentage points within this.
Specific sectors that are the most common targets for Qt developers are “Education/ Academic Research”
and “Media/ Entertainment (e.g. Gaming, Publishing Houses)”. These are followed by “Networking”,
“Defence & Aerospace”, “Business Enterprise/ ERP”, “Medical” and “Automotive”.
Some specific sectors are targeted much more actively by specific segments of the Qt community (see the
section on the 4 distinct groups)
The overall picture is of a developer community that currently targets a spectrum of vertical sectors/
technology segments, currently with a limited focus on widespread consumer apps. However, we expect
this to change in the future.
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Desktop is still King in Business
For quite a large number of Qt developers the desktop is still king. While some market analysts have been
suggesting the death of the desktop our research data suggests that some of the most experienced developers,
in some of the largest companies, still have a focus on what makes the business work: the desktop.
Businesses still run big database driven ‘legacy’ applications, such as ERP solutions. Therefore applications
developers still focus on getting data onto desks. However, given Qt’s strong heritage in desktop application
development, it is notable that so many of our respondents are sitting up and taking notice of new client devices.
There is a clear flux in client device focus – not away from desktop per se, but towards supporting multiple client
devices in the same application.
As illustrated in Figure 14 approximately 70% of our respondents are of the view that Qt helps them target
multiple device types such as desktop and smartphone. However, just about all of our respondents were of the
view that Qt helps them to be more productive (Figure 10). In short, it’s the application that matters more than
the device – and the default for many businesses is still the desktop. That’s where business happens.

There is a growing confidence in the Qt developer community that the device and operating system

“Fast, cross
platform, native,
lots of features that
you cannot find
in other desktop
frameworks.”
(Exclusively Desktop head
of IT dept., used Qt as part
of Relational Database
Management System,
targeting Windows, Linux
& Mac OS X, Azerbaijan)

bases are well covered (or will be soon).
Today 91% of all Qt developers are targeting desktop to some degree and 31% of Qt developers (the
most extreme of the Exclusively Desktop group) are 100% focused on desktop. This figure drops to 24%
amongst new Qt developers. 64% of all Qt developers currently target more than one device type.
Within 2 years just 12% will be 100% focused on desktop and for new Qt devs this is even lower at just
7%. Based on our data 85% of all Qt developers will target more than one device type in 2 years’ time.
So, without doubt, Qt’s ‘legacy’ is desktop. However, desktop is at the core of cross-platform.
For many developers Qt is a pre-eminent platform to support their cross platform ambitions from a
desktop base.
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Embedded in Business
Qt has a strong heritage in embedded system development. Many applications developers with a focus on
certain vertical markets choose Qt over any other framework.
The quotes from developers explaining why they decided to first use Qt might illustrate why this is the case:
“I require iPad user-experience on Embedded Linux on iMX6 [semiconductor range from Freescale] and also
need to run on PC. Obvious choice QtQuick.” (Seriously Embedded software architect, company with 101500 employees, less than one year Qt experience, Netherlands)
“Rapid application development. Much easier than MFC and cross platform.”(Seriously Embedded software
engineer, industrial machine/ robotics control applications, targeting Windows Embedded and Embedded
Linux, USA)
“It is cross platform and we need to run GUI on ARM/x86 platforms with Windows/Linux OS.” (Seriously
Embedded developer, 1-2 years’ experience, developing applications targeting retail sector, Russia)
“…our customers demand it; important to have a framework which connects the embedded and mobile
world” (Seriously Embedded developer, produced UI for industrial and home automation devices, Germany)
“Flexibility, crossplatform, quick prototyping, reuse C++, fast on embedded devices.” (Seriously Embedded
senior developer, managing/ specifying Qt development in company >500 employees, Poland)
Our survey data indicated that while Qt is used extensively by embedded system developers across the globe
it has an especially strong presence in the “Automotive” sector. This is followed by followed by “Medical”,
“Home Media (TVs, STBs)” and “Defence & Aerospace”.
Moreover, the Qt embedded developer base is relatively stable. Qt’s support for embedded Linux
development, as well as recent announcements relating to Android, will help consolidate the framework’s
position in the embedded application development market.
However, the number of developers with a strong embedded focus is relatively modest. Our research
indicated that just around 14% of developers focus more than 30% of their development efforts on
embedded development.
This implies that the expertise developed by embedded developers tends to be very transferable to other
markets. If developers can create impressive user experiences in the rather constrained world of industrial
device UIs, they tend to be able to shine when given the chance to develop much richer user experiences on
desktop or smartphone devices.
The embedded market will almost certainly develop in the direction of other operating systems, other
than embedded Linux. Android is likely to become a more pervasive embedded OS and the announced Qt
support for Android may allow more Qt developers to address opportunities in embedded development.
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A Mobile Future?
“I started with
(BlackBerry)
Cascades and now
I want to make
apps cross-platform
portable.”

One intriguing piece of evidence emerging from our research is the fact that 44% of recent Qt

(Mobile Inclined hobbyist
developer, <1 year
experience, today focused
80% on Smartphone, 20%
on Tablet, Slovenia)

desktop applications.

adopters (with less than one year experience) are part of the Mobile Inclined group (with a much
higher degree of focus on tablets and smartphones) compared to 25% of the overall base. This,
on the face of it, seems quite high given Qt’s desktop legacy – and indicates a significant evolution
towards mobile. Many of those recent Qt adopters with a higher focus on mobile report their first
experiences on Qt are developing mobile apps (for example on BlackBerry Cascades), and that they
are reaching other devices and platforms with Qt – for example adopting Qt in order to build robust

There is a clear irony in this. While most market analysts are
ignoring the importance of non-mobile development, many
mobile app developers are embracing Qt as their chosen route
in reaching multiple devices and platforms.

However, Qt’s positioning is increasingly device (as well as OS)
agnostic. Therefore, as more experienced mobile developers are
attracted to the community, there is an intriguing prospect that Qt
may become the platform of choice for cross-platform development –
for new and mature developers.
In our view, mobile is no more ‘the future’ than desktop.
Developers are creating applications that are consumed on desktop

“Qt allows me
to write mobile
applications which
could also be used
on a variety of PC
operating systems”
Mobile Inclined senior
software engineer, main
framework is Django,
company size 101-500
people, USA)

and mobile devices. Therefore, cross-platform is the future for the
most important applications. Qt developers typically develop important
applications rather than frivolity.
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A Robust Community
As we have illustrated throughout this report, the Qt community is broad-spectrum. It is spread

“…a mature
and widely
recommended
framework…”;

wide across geographies and industry sectors. Qt developers target business customers and
consumers with almost equal measure and are to be found in a wide spectrum of company sizes.
They target the widest range of devices and operating systems, some via a commercial license –
others using open source options.

“…robust, mature
framework for
cross-platform
development….”;

It might have been expected that such a community would be fragmented. Despite finding
some distinct developer segments with specific characteristics and signs of underlying trends, Qt
Insights found little evidence of fragmentation. To the contrary - the evidence shows a developer
community that is satisfied, engaged, is taking advantage of technological developments to evolve

“…cross-platform
portability, active
community…”

and address new markets. In short, the Qt community is thriving and robust.

(3x new Qt developers with
less than 1 year experience,
USA)

a self-sustaining support network. Within this there is a

A robust community helps drive the technology. With Qt Project at its centre there is a wider
community of reportedly 500,000 developers growing at 10% per year that enhances and provides
commercial professional services network aligned around
Qt. This network - including the sponsors of Qt Insights provides the support infrastructure for the high proportion of
commercial developers that require support, training, consultancy and
commercial licensing.
The Qt Community is a key reason why developers choose Qt as a
development framework – and stay with it over time.

“...API completeness,
good docs,
examples,
communities..”
Exclusively Desktop
research software team
manager with 3-5 years’
Qt experience, company
size 101-500 employees in
Semiconductors industry,
South Korea
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A Note About Methodology
A total of 1,862 people fully completed our online questionnaire – developers, development managers,
academics and hobby developers. The questionnaire took around 17 minutes to complete so that means we
have data based on 527 hours of effort – or around 14 working weeks – on the part of Qt developers in 93
countries. This is a monumental effort and we would like to thank each and every person who took part.
Our fieldwork was completed from 28th May to 28th June 2013. We used a web survey tool and publicised
the survey via the various Qt development communities, via our own social media resources, the Qt Project
Linkedin group, and using the web resources of our sponsors: Digia, BlackBerry, KDAB, basysKom, and ICS.

Further Analysis and Research
As might be expected in such a comprehensive survey, the scope to cross tabulate data is significant. This
can be used to investigate the relationship between any number of variables. For example we can look
at how the various licensing models (Commercial, LGPL and GPL) used by developers interrelates with a
range of other variables such as industry, country, length of experience, or increase/decrease in Qt usage.
In producing this report our aim was to provide sufficient detail to substantiate the analysis, but at the
same time to balance this with brevity and readability. We can of course investigate specific issues further,
and expect that specific questions will be asked now that it is published and the content becomes subject
to open debate. In addition, over 50% of our sample kindly indicated a willingness to be contacted with
follow-up discussions and research, meaning that we can have a deeper conversation with specific subgroups and better understand the motivations and desires behind the data.
Please contact us at hello@qtinsights.com if you have any questions or need for further analysis and
research
We believe our study is one of the most comprehensive surveys of Qt developers ever undertaken – and
presents a very robust picture of the Qt Developer ecosystem. The study has been complemented by
qualitative interviews with developers who completed the survey, and discussion groups will be held to
in North America and Europe to get further reaction and perspectives of Qt developers. Results will be
published at www.qtinsights.com.
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License
This Qt Insights report by Quadriga Consulting Ltd is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
You are free to share this report (up to a maximum of five pages), adapt it and to make commercial use of it
or any part of it but you must provide appropriate attribution to Qt Insights
You must not distribute this report in its entirety on any website or publicly accessible Internet website (e.g.
Dropbox or Slideshare).

About Quadriga Consulting Ltd.
Qt Insights is a Community Thought Partnership project from Quadriga Consulting Ltd.
This report was jointly authored by Kevin Franklin and Jeffrey Peel of Quadriga Consulting – who manage
the Qt Insights project.
Keep up to date on Qt Insights by visiting QtInsights.com where you will find information about the wider
program and information about our sponsors.
Further information about Quadriga Consulting is available at www.quadco.co.uk
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Advancing community partnerships through evidence,
conversation and understanding.

